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Abstract
COVID-19 has reinstated the sovereign enclosures of corpse management that
mothers of the disappeared had so successfully challenged in the past decade. To
explore how moral duties toward the dead are being renegotiated due to COVID-19,
this article puts forward the notion of biorecuperation, understood as an individualised form of forensic care for the dead made possible by the recovery of biological
material. Public health imperatives that forbid direct contact with corpses due to the
pandemic, interrupt the logics of biorecuperation. Our analysis is based on ten years
of experience working with families of the disappeared in Mexico, ethnographic
research within Mexico’s forensic science system and online interviews conducted
with medics and forensic scientists working at the forefront of Mexico City’s pandemic. In the face of increasing risks of viral contagion and death, this article
analyses old and new techniques designed to bypass the prohibitions imposed by
the state and its monopoly over corpse management and identification.
Key words: forensics, disappeared, Mexico, care, biorecuperation

Introduction
Corpses – or their absence – are sites of disputes par excellence.1 In previous ethnographic research conducted with families of disappeared persons in Mexico, we
have argued that unmediated encounter with human remains, such as the partial
exhumation of clandestine mass graves performed by relatives of victims of violence, cultivates a form of ‘dangerous’ thanato-citizenship.2 This emergent form
of citizenship thrives through strategic boundary transgression, and is especially
dangerous to forensic experts and governmental authorities, since it challenges the
state monopoly over corpses. However, COVID-19 has reinstated the sovereign
enclosures of corpse management that mothers of the disappeared had so successfully challenged in the past decade. To explore how moral duties toward the
dead are being renegotiated in Mexico due to COVID-19, this article puts forward
the notion of biorecuperation, understood as an individualised form of forensic
care for the dead, generally materialised through DNA and made possible by the
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recovery of biological material. Public health imperatives that forbid direct contact
with corpses, due to the pandemic, interrupt the logics of biorecuperation. In the
face of increasing risks of viral contagion and death, this article analyses old and
new techniques designed to bypass the prohibitions imposed by the state, and its
monopoly over corpse management and identification.
The logics of biorecuperation and its individualisation imperatives become more
visible in the aftermath of mass atrocities and in the ensuing Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) efforts. After the 9/11 terrorist attacks3 or the tsunami in Thailand4
large-scale forensic projects were set up to identify the dead. We find the exemplary
incarnation of biorecuperation in the forensic efforts to identify human remains
mixed with 9/11 debris.5 In principle, the forensic infrastructures put in place to
identify the victims of the attack on New York’s twin towers can perpetually identify human remains in order to name the victims of 9/11 when DNA technology
reaches the level of accuracy and sensitivity needed to identify preserved human
remains.6 Victor Toom argues that the bodies, or any remnants left, are important
for families in order to have a place to mourn; to claim insurances and governmental support; to ritualise loss; and, for some religious groups, even to become vessels
to make possible the resurrection of individuals in the final judgement.7 The central
aim of recuperating biological remains is a matter of concern not only for families
in the United States (US) but also for those communities where conflict or disasters
have left unidentified human remains. In these contexts, human rights could indeed
be extended to human remains.8
Biorecuperation is a form of care for the dead. Following Tronto, we understand
care as ‘everything that we do to maintain, continue and repair “our world” so that
we can live in it as well as possible’.9 Caring for those that have died or disappeared
is always ‘situated care’,10 as has been beautifully illustrated by numerous ethnographic accounts of forensic interventions in disasters and post-conflict scenarios.11
For instance, the sight of forensic scientists examining human remains in open
mass graves might seem undignified to relatives of the victims.12 Large institutional
efforts designed to identify those that have gone missing – such as the International
Commission of Missing Persons (ICMP) set up in Bosnia in 1996 – constantly need
to navigate these forms of situated care. In the case of the ICMP, Wagner shows
how relatives of the victims of conflict might assign more value to identifications
via the clothes the person was wearing, or the shape of their teeth, than via DNA
technologies,13 which are usually framed as the ‘gold standard’ by forensic experts
in courts.14 In short, biorecuperation is not univocal, and should be understood in
terms of specific cultural achievements and material conditions of existence.
Material conditions of existence and forensic infrastructures matter. For instance,
the ceremonious treatment of human remains performed by the US military, when
bringing back even the smallest bone fragment from those missing in action during
the Vietnam War,15 stands in contrast to the Mexican experience, where the efforts
of locating human remains and caring for the dead are led by independent citizens
and families, who have to shoulder the economic and emotional costs of searching for the disappeared. By way of example, in 2014 FUNDENL, an organisation
of families of the disappeared, led the first citizen-led exhumation in Mexico.16
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To carry out the exhumation and DNA analysis of human remains, FUNDENL
worked together with citizens’ initiatives such as citizen-led forensics and the team
of Peruvian and Mexican forensic anthropologists.
Families of the disappeared have been conducting independent searches to locate
their loved ones, generally without governmental support and many times in open
confrontation with authorities. During this process, they have uncovered not only
systematic mistreatment of dead bodies but an underfunded and overwhelmed
forensic system.17 In contrast to the $80 million enterprise to identify the 9/11
victims,18 when mothers of the disappeared want to reanalyse human remains
that did not undergo due forensic process, they have to find the funds to do so
on their own. Seven years ago, when the first citizen-led exhumation was conducted, the cost of DNA analysis of bone fragments alone was in the region of
$8,000. This amount of money was more than the yearly income of the whole family searching for a missing daughter, who were working in local factories earning
a minimum salary. To understand biorecuperation in Mexico we need to analyse
the crematoriums/‘kitchens’,19 and overwhelmed mortuaries as disputed sites where
transformations of thanato-citizenship emerge.20
In Mexico, perpetrators, victims of violence and coyotes (paralegal brokers) are
challenging the state’s monopoly over corpses and their proper management. Since
2006, extreme violence has been an everyday reminder of an unending ‘war’ in
which more than 289,000 people have been intentionally killed. Although the
data is unreliable, federal authorities maintain that the number of disappeared or
‘not located’ persons in the country stands at approximately 86,497.21 According
to Freedom of Information Act requests between 2006 and 2019, the number of
unidentified human remains in the custody of the state increased by 1,032 per cent
during this period.22 Not surprisingly, corpses appear on a daily basis in the mass
media, dismembered in the streets and in mortuaries that have exceeded their storage capacity, especially in areas where the so called ‘War on Drugs’ has collapsed
the already fragile forensic infrastructure.23 The (mis)management of hundreds of
thousands of corpses produced by the ‘War on Drugs’ has shown the cracks in a
Mexican national project marked by an ever-elusive sovereignty.24
Contrary to notions of ‘bare life’ that put the extermination camp at the centre of
modernity, we propose to theorise the politics of ‘death itself ’ as a field characterised
by partialities, incompleteness and uncertainties that constantly confront narratives
of efficiency, infallibility and control.25 Different from the meticulously planned and
closely managed organisation of the death camps, the current Mexican scenario is
better understood through the lens of de facto sovereignty, defined as ‘the ability
to kill, punish, and discipline with impunity’ by rebel groups, organised crime and
private entities that exercise territorial control within nation-states.26
Everyday necropolitics in Mexico27 necessarily entails a continuous interpretation of what corpses tell us about criminal messaging, military executions or
governmental cover-ups.28 After all, knowing who wields the power to kill or let
live is crucial for survival and for navigating the fraught Mexican scenario. There
is a growing group of investigative journalists, relatives of victims, activists and
governmental experts who have learnt to navigate and interpret the language of
66
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corpses or their absence. For instance, many relatives of the disappeared interpret the locations where human remains are found as signs of a disputed sovereign
authority: ‘if we find the corpses hanging from bridges or executed in the public
sphere we know the killers were narcos [drug lords], however, if we find them in
clandestine mass graves, we know it was the state’.29
Despite their expertise in understanding the messages encoded in corpses, the
final goal of most of the Mexican ‘forensic citizens’ – i.e., families of victims, journalists, activists – we have interviewed and worked with in the last decade is to
materialise care and dignify their loved ones via individualised forensic identification. Thus, the recovery of biological remains of missing or dead members of
bereaved families is of upmost importance, and the infrastructures needed to perform that work are a constant topic in discussions about institutional reform. Our
research draws attention to how collective duties toward death have been reshaped
by victims of violence, and more recently how the recentring of public health narratives – due to COVID-19 – reveals the texture and inventiveness of these emerging
forms of thanato-citizenship.30
In what follows, we analyse how COVID-19 priorities and logics can interfere
with the struggles of relatives of the disappeared who have long advocated for an
end to the practices designed to hide the traces and bodies of people killed, tortured
and disappeared. Mexico is now one of the countries worst hit by COVID-19. It has
the seventh-highest death toll on Earth, occupies fourth place for number of deaths
per 100,000 persons and ranks first in terms of mortality per number of cases.31
Lack of testing capacity amid the pandemic and a fragile national health service,
in one of the most densely populated cities in the world, present challenges for the
management and care for the dead.
In order to illustrate how the epidemic of violence and COVID-19 intersects in
Mexico, we start by briefly describing the overall impact that the pandemic is having in the health of millions of Mexico’s city dwellers and the fates of their corpses.
Drawing on interviews conducted with families of disappeared persons, forensic
scientists and medical doctors working at the forefront of Mexico City’s COVID-19
pandemic, we analyse how corpses appear or disappear in overwhelmed mortuaries and crematoriums/kitchens. We conclude by theorising forensic spaces where
Mexican thanato-citizenship is taking place through the limitations and affordances
that arise when the direct encounter with dead bodies gives way to more vicarious
ways to find, and to some extent make, corpses – what could be framed as proxies.
Corpses as proxies are human remains that are made present via indexes such as: the
peculiar smell left on the steel probes of mothers perforating the ground in order to
find mass graves;32 the digital reconstructions of crime scenes;33 comparative video
and picture footage of cemeteries or GPS (global positioning systems) mapping of
clandestine burials.34
Throughout the article, we show that in contemporary Mexico technologies of
biorecuperation make it possible to manage the challenges presented when trying
to connect corpses with their social relationships and identities.
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Notes on methods and biorecuperation
Since 2012 our research has focused on the families actively searching for their disappeared kin, particularly those that have become national leaders in the search for
the victims of violence in Mexico.35 In following these forms of defiant citizenship36
we have paid a lot less attention to those that have reluctantly accepted that their
loved ones are gone forever. There are hundreds, possibly thousands, of families that,
due to the certainty of the ‘erasure’ of biological remains, due to the hardship of having to imagine the fate of their loved ones, or simply unable to afford the expenses
that come with searching for the disappeared by themselves, decide to accept their
loss and keep working to make ends meet.
As part of this extensive work, in 2015 Cruz-Santiago spent six months at one
of Mexico’s Medical Examiner Offices, where many of the field observations, data
and arguments of this article started to take shape. Cruz-Santiago’s findings revealed
that forensic expertise is not restricted to knowing protocols for carrying out postmortem examinations, applying best practices to the exhumation of mass graves
or the processing of crime scenes, but requires familiarity with corpses, including
touching, smelling and exploring flesh wounds. In sum, a sensorial engagement with
corpses was needed in order to be recognised as a forensic expert:
What . . . have you never seen a cadaver? [. . .] Come closer, you must look closely at
the physical characteristics of this person . . .
Have you seen the bullet hole in the forehead? Can you guess the trajectory of the
bullet? Come here, put your finger inside the bullet hole . . . touch . . .37

The medical examiners showed Cruz-Santiago that it was necessary to be acutely
familiar with cadavers in order to analyse them. It was precisely the familiarity that
many of the relatives of the disappeared had with cadavers and human remains
that troubled many of our forensic interlocutors, who believed that these types of
encounters should be restricted to experts.
The search for disappeared persons is a multifaceted endeavour. It entails, among
other things, the collection of data from GPS, the analysis of data from mobile
phones, analysing CCTV images, visiting hospitals, jails, mortuaries or using drones
to map mountain ranges and deserts.38 Most importantly, it involves looking at
the governance and management of information. This ‘bureaucratic search’ is as
important as field site investigations – especially considering the long history
of contentious official registering of the numbers of victims of violence and the
untraceability of corpses that has characterised Mexican forensic services for over a
decade.
Due to the travel constraints imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, and to update
our information on the status of forensic services in the country, we conducted
online interviews in January 2021 with specialists working at the forefront of Mexico
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City’s pandemic: medics working at one of the ‘COVID-only’ designated hospitals within the Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS), and forensic scientists
currently working at the Institute of Forensic Sciences (INCIFO).
For this article, we incorporate data from interviews we conducted with families
of disappeared persons in 2014–16, and personal communications between 2019–
21. The analysis on the management of corpses during the COVID-19 pandemic
comes from publicly available databases; reports from the Secretary of Health;
local newspaper articles; conversations with health experts working in the private
and public sectors; and data from the investigative journalism project ‘Forensic
Crisis’.39
The dominant human rights discourse equates the delivery of a fully identified corpse to their relatives as a moment of closure. There are many ways in
which this dominant discourse on the ‘right to the truth’, and its therapeutic consequences, oversimplifies the politics of corpses and pain. The simplification of
ambivalent and difficult issues is justified on the basis that narratives are there to
make discourses fit for development agendas, palatable for international donors and
actionable for international forensic humanitarian agencies. Thus, state-led public
discourse revolves more around identifying individual corpses and is a lot less about
the unequal distribution of funding and forensic expertise. Borrowing from sociologist Gabriel Gatti, we could call such an approach ‘The Banality of Good’.40 Gatti
maintains that a new subject, the victim, has gained preponderance in a moral economy of normalised pity and aid. In this way suffering becomes normalised and we
are desensitised to the larger political significance of victimhood.41
Our approach to biorecuperation and death in Mexico does not aim to simply
add another member to the growing academic family of bioconcepts (i.e., biocitizenship, biovalue, biocapital, biopiracy, bioprophecy, etc.) or to reinstate the idea
that healing comes through a forensic epiphany of identification and burial. If one
thing has become clear throughout our fieldwork is that these wounds are always
raw. Thus, we want to think with Veena Das that: ‘instead of simplified images of
healing that assume that reliving a trauma or decathecting desire from the lost object
and reinvesting it elsewhere, we need to think of healing as a kind of relationship
with death’.42 In this sense, biorecuperation is a particular kind of relationship with
death that dignifies human remains via the encounter with their materiality and its
bioscientific individualisation.
COVID-19 in Mexico
The first coronavirus case in Mexico was reported on 27 February 2020. Social distancing measures (Jornada Nacional de Sana Distancia) were established a month
later, on 23 March 2020.43 However, private and public schools as well as universities decided to end face-to-face teaching from 12 March, gradually closing down
operations before this was officially required by the federal government. Notwithstanding the pandemic and the lockdowns that ensued, violence in the country has
continued to rise. Between March and April 2020, 6,098 persons were assassinated –
that is 340 violent deaths more than in the same months in 2019.44
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In the early days of the pandemic, when further restrictions on mobility were
announced (April 2020), organisations of families of the disappeared in Mexico
quickly turned to social media to declare that, in spite of the restricted mobility
and government-imposed lockdowns, the search for the disappeared would not be
halted.45 The families designed a set of activities that authorities could carry out
while social distancing, such as the organisation of ‘desk searches’ for the disappeared. Desk search entails the burdensome task of bringing together the various
files and pieces of information scattered across the complex Mexican bureaucracy.
When full lockdowns were established they were rarely followed. Approximately
58 per cent of the workforce in Mexico is heavily concentrated in the informal sector
and relies on daily earnings to survive. Considering this, the government has opted
for a ‘traffic light’ strategy to ease lockdown restrictions in some parts of the country
where contagion is low. However, this strategy has allowed the opening the economy
even in the face of the rising epidemic.46 Official figures showed that at the end of
July 2020 the mortality rate47 in the country was 9.15 per cent – the highest in Latin
America.48 The virus has affected already marginalised communities; 71 per cent of
those who have died of COVID-19 had nine or less years of education. Unsurprisingly, 55.7 per cent of COVID-19-related deaths have occurred in Mexico City, one
of the most populated cities in the world.49
Mexican president Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador has dismissed the seriousness
of the pandemic by questioning the efficacy of masks and insisting that Mexicans
will know how to act responsibly.50 Early on in the pandemic he embraced the idea
of having families care for their sick relatives at home, in order to prevent Mexico’s
hospitals from being overwhelmed.51 During a virtual G20 meeting in March 2020,
Lopez Obrador insisted that the coronavirus public health crisis:
is not solved only in hospitals, it is solved in our homes. We have, as in other countries
in the world, a fundamental institution: the family. The Mexican family is the main
social security institution and now they are helping us take care of the most vulnerable
population, our senior adults, those with diabetes, hypertension, kidney disease, and
pregnant mothers. Within our homes, we have millions of nurses.52

During his daily morning news conferece, President Lopez Obrador warned that
patients should stay at home and seek testing and treatment only if seriously ill.
Thus, it is not surprising that a great number of deaths have occurred outside hospitals and inside family homes.With one of the lowest testing capacities in the region –
0.2 daily tests per thousand people53 – asymptomatic and unconfirmed patients with
mild symptoms have likely helped to spread the virus among members of their own
households, with women, in charge of care work, being the most affected.54
By the end of January 2021, eight out of thirty-two states within the country had
hospital occupancy of over 70 per cent, with Mexico City reporting 88 per cent.55
While health authorities insist that hospitals in Mexico have not been overwhelmed,
media articles constantly report on how the public health service is under strain
and unable to admit further patients. Reports of families travelling long distances
to find availability in publicly run hospitals have increased the number of people
70
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who decide to deal with the disease by staying at home. As a medic working within
a COVID-only designated hospital in Mexico City, states:
At the beginning, the refurbished hospital [where I work] opened three floors [for
COVID-only patients], each floor with capacity for thirty-five beds. There were
between eight and ten doctors per floor. You can then take care of four critically ill
patients each shift. We are all working really hard, but there is not enough staff. We
have now habilitated four extra floors, each with thirty-five beds and without increasing staff numbers. Which means that now in each floor, we have three or four doctors.
We cannot take care of our patients, it is crazy!
[. . .] we are now struggling with medicine supply. For instance, there is not enough
medicine to keep patients sedated after being intubated, and it is hard because
you cannot provide your patients with the best treatment, with the treatment they
deserve . . . we have had to make difficult decisions not to intubate people, even if they
need it, because we cannot be sure that we will have enough medicine to keep them
sedated for at least a couple of days. And it is horrible because if you do not intubate
a patient, you know that they will suffer, and eventually die. It is horrible.
A colleague today told me that for the last three months we have not been able to extubate any patients, because every intubated patient has died . . . that is a lot, I mean . . . a
lot!56

The management of large numbers of deaths from COVID-19 demands an increase
in the human and material resources available within national health systems. It also
requires adopting measures to ensure the reliable identification, documentation and
traceability of corpses – from the moment of death to storage and final disposal.57
Instead of increasing human and material resources, the Mexican government is
trying to fill the existing gaps within the national health system by stretching the
available human resources to their limits.
An overwhelmed forensic infrastructure
In 2019 authorities in the country conducted a national forensic assessment to
address the obstacles to identifying and storing human remains, but no data has
been made public. The government has recognised a ‘forensic crisis’, attributed in
part to a lack of infrastructure, resources and formally approved standardised protocols for the management and care of the dead, and a lack of coordination and
efficient communication among forensic institutions.58
The National Search Commission [for disappeared persons] maintains that since
2006 more than 4,274 clandestine burial sites have been discovered throughout
Mexico. From these sites 7,298 bodies have been recovered, with exhumation efforts
still ongoing.59 However, families of the disappeared maintain that there are between
38,500 and 50,000 sets of unidentified human remains in mortuaries and cemeteries across the country.60 Civil society organisations have called this phenomenon
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‘double disappearance’, a situation in which the recovery of unidentified corpses
from clandestine burial sites does not mean that they will be properly stored and
identified.
Medical Examiners Officers (SEMEFO) are in charge of conducting post-mortem
examinations and investigate deaths that occurred outside hospitals or under suspicious circumstances. Due to the recent discovery of clandestine mass burials –
many of them containing hundreds of bodies – SEMEFOs are constantly under
pressure. There is a lack of trained staff to deal with the demanding post-mortem
identifications and analyses, nor is there sufficient space to house the constant flow
of corpses that arrive on a daily basis. In December 2019 it was reported that
one-third of the existing mortuaries in the country were beyond full capacity.61
A leading forensic specialist in Mexico, who trains experts across the country, notes
that ‘resources are very scarce and the few trained specialists are earning minimum
salary and doing clerical jobs instead of identifying bodies in the field’.62
The most recent example of this infrastructural problem occurred in the western
state of Jalisco, which has historically experienced high levels of violence. During the
first trimester of 2015 the Jalisco Institute of Forensic Sciences (IJCF) performed 119
necropsies – the same total number it had done in the previous year. By August 2015
the IJCF had received more than 100 corpses, which exceeded the installed capacity
of the morgue’s refrigerated room, designed to house up to seventy-eight cadavers.
Mr Cotero Bernal, the then director of the IJCF, took the decision to improvise a
small warehouse to manage the overflow of corpses:
We couldn’t accommodate more corpses in our refrigerated facilities, so we adapted
a small room in our premises to house the increasing amount of dead bodies. The
overload of corpses and fluids coming out of them clogged the morgue’s pipes.63

In previous years, every time the morgue reached its capacity the IJCF used its
in-house crematorium to release some space in the refrigerated room, officially
incinerating at least 2,755 cadavers – most of them not identified and with case
files containing little to no information. Once this practice was made public, it had
to be stopped, since it contravened the General Victim’s Law (adopted in 2013) to
respect the rights of disappeared persons and their families. The process demanded
that cadavers be fully indentified and family members notified. In cases where no
one reclaims the body, it is to be buried in the local cemetery. Some initial efforts
were made to bury 262 corpses in a municipal cemetery. However, after months of
unsuccessful negotiations between local authorities, and lacking guidance on how
to deal with the rising number of corpses filling the local mortuary, Mr Cotero
Bernal agreed with the local prosecutor that the remaining corpses would be housed
in a refrigerated truck that would serve as a ‘provisional’ extension to the IJCF’s
morgue.64
A lorry, 14 metres long and 2.5 metres wide, with a built-in refrigeration system,
arrived at the IJCF’s premises in early May 2016. It was parked outside the morgue
to gain access to the energy supply. On that day, IJCF’s morgue, with capacity for
78 bodies, was holding 352 cadavers.65 As soon as the refrigerated truck arrived,
72
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forensic practitioners filled the provisional morgue with 273 black bags, each one
containing a corpse. Two years later, in 2018, a final decision on where the bodies
should be laid to rest had not been reached. Since the IJCF’s morgue continued
to be overwhelmed by corpses, the authorities saw the need to acquire a second
refrigerated trailer.
In September 2018, after being parked for two years outside the IJCF’s morgue,
the first truck ‘disappeared’ to make space for the new one – which was soon filled
with forty-nine cadavers. A few weeks later, news broke that an abandoned trailer
had been found by local residents of Guadalajara, capital of Jalisco. Fearing that
organised crime was behind the suspicious refrigerated lorry, residents contacted
the authorities to complain about the foul smell coming from it.66 The news of the
abandoned lorry made the headlines nationally. Soon, families from all over the
country rushed to IJCF’s facilities to find out if their disappeared loved one was
among the unidentified corpses. The Institute’s director and the state’s attorney general were fired from their posts as a result of this negligence. Nonetheless, similar
practices have been documented all across the country over the last fourteen years.
Given the inadequate treatment of corpses by forensic services in the country,
collectives of relatives of the disappeared have displayed their knowledge of forensic
science as a tool to expose the dereliction of duty and the selective use of law by the
Mexican government. Relatives of the disappeared and mourners stage their own
displays of power by spotting and exhuming clandestine mass graves, accompanied
by journalists and television crews. They perform this labour in order to strategically
transgress forensic expertise, but also to make sure that they can maintain some sort
of control over human remains. For instance, FUNDENL, a grassroots organisation
of mothers of the disappeared in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, have organised their own
independent forensic team. As part of this infrastructure they have trained sniffer
dogs to locate human remains, purchased drones to spot clandestine mass graves
and recently constituted their own independent team of forensic anthropologists.67
As a consequence of these citizen-led forensic efforts, FUNDENL managed to secure
a section in the local SEMEFO to safeguard the human remains they have collected
in their searches for bodies.68
The COVID-19 pandemic has put further pressure on the already overwhelmed
mortuaries, not only those that are part of local SEMEFOs but mortuaries inside
hospitals all over the country:
In theory, corpses wouldn’t be available for the family directly. They will only be given
to the funerary services [either public or private], who would take care of the body
for cremation. We tried to follow these processes during the first two months of the
pandemic, but we were struggling with a huge number of corpses by May. [In May] we
had twenty-five deaths per day when it is usually two to three deaths per day in normal
times. The hospital’s mortuary has a capacity for six corpses. We received emergency
training during the pandemic, and hospital authorities told us that only under exceptional circumstances could we extend the mortuary capacity to hold twenty corpses
by using the nearby three audio-visual and seminar rooms, since these were the only
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spaces fully equipped with good air conditioning facilities . . . And now, these rooms
are full.69

In the Mexican news media, the sights of overwhelmed hospital morgues were
reported in April and May 2020. Corpses waiting to be collected by family members
prompted suspicion over the treatment and care received by victims of COVID-19.
In early April 2020, Mexican health authorities announced that, in order to follow
epidemiological protocols, the bodies of those infected or suspected to have died
from COVID-19 would have to be cremated. This statement was quickly followed by
profound discontent from families of disappeared persons and human rights organisations, who demanded that this practice be stopped. In practice, given the number
of patients demanding treatment and the limited human resources in each hospital,
keeping a very detailed track of corpses becomes impossible:
I am aware that while there are processes that we need to follow, sometimes these
fail. Today I learnt that in my hospital a woman died but when the family arrived to
collect the corpse, the woman was nowhere to be found. And everyone was asking
‘What do you mean? Isn’t the woman there?’ Honestly, we don’t know if there was
a confusion in the number of bed she was in, or if the hospital gave that corpse to
another family. The problem: that night we had eighteen deaths, so it is very difficult
to manage everything.70

According to the national General Victim’s Law, corpses cannot be cremated before
a comprehensive identification process is carried out. However, as we have shown,
before the COVID-19 pandemic the identification of bodies was already a site
of struggle, due to the lack of human and technical resources. During our interview in January 2021 the forensic specialist working at Mexico City’s Institute of
Forensic Sciences proudly stated that Mexico City is nothing like Jalisco, ‘where
corpses are dancing all over the city’, and, while recognising that crematoriums
are overwhelmed, forensic specialists are able to adequately manage the city’s
mortuaries.
COVID-19 amplifies experiences of powerlessness via the collapse of the hospital infrastructure and its effects on an already dysfunctional forensic system that
was trying to deal with the high volume of corpses even before the pandemic
started. Forensic/thanato-citizenship linked with biorecuperation has strategically
used forensic knowledge to analyse corpses or their proxies in the last decade. The
unruly, fragmented and degraded human remains uncovered all across the country
inevitably bring issues of injustice, violence and lack of control to the fore, confronting narratives of denial that have taken root in Mexican society.71 However,
during the COVID-19 pandemic the mortuaries are out of bounds. Threats of contamination and disease have pushed the relatives of the disappeared to find new
ways to ‘encounter’ the materiality of corpses at a distance.
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The crematorium and ‘kitchens’ as places of erasure
The crematorium and the burning of corpses in open ground has been considered
one of the sites and practices devised by the state and criminal actors to destroy
any hopes of recovering the identity of the disappeared, as recovery of DNA from
ashes is highly unlikely.72 Different practices for dissolving corpses in acid have been
implemented by criminal organisations in spaces known as ‘kitchens’.73
Crematoria or open fires are also documented practices employed by the state and
military forces to hide large numbers of corpses. The best-known case of incineration is that of forty-three students who disappeared from Ayotzinapa in 2014.74 In
an attempt to close the case, in January 2015 the then Federal Attorney General,
Jesus Murillo Karam, held a press conference to inform the public that, according to official investigations, the ‘historic truth’ was that the forty-three students
from Ayotzinapa were kidnapped, killed and later burnt in an open fire in a local
dumpster. This ‘historic truth’ was later disputed by the Grupo Interdisciplinario
de Expertos y Expertas Independientes (GIEI), an expert commission set up by the
Inter American Commission of Human Rights to implement an auditing process
of the state’s provision of justice and its investigation of the Ayotzinapa case. After
analysing the evidence at hand, the GIEI identified fundamental failings in the state’s
criminal investigation and concluded that the findings of the Federal Attorney General’s investigation were misleading, since they did not consider the involvement of
federal and military forces in the case.
The state-led efforts to identify the remains of the students of Ayotzinapa, which
have involved the participation of highly specialized international forensic laboratories to analyse severely degraded samples, stand in stark contrast to the reluctance expressed by Hugo López-Gatell, the Undersecretary of Health, to pump up
COVID-19 testing. López-Gatell constantly argued that there was no evidence to
show a relationship between more testing and the capacity to contain the spread of
the virus. Thus, mass testing has not been a priority for the Mexican government.
A leader from a grassroots organisation of relatives of the disappeared thinks that
COVID-19 ‘came at the perfect time for the government as now they have a reason
to stop us from searching and freeze all the forensic work’.75
Investigative journalists think that in the period between April and December
2020 in Mexico City the real number of deaths may have been three times higher
than the number reported by the government. For instance, in May 2020 news of a
three-day backlog of cremations was reported at every public crematorium in the
city.76 As a forensic specialist explains: ‘In normal times, crematoria are only allowed
to operate until 7:00 p.m. but nowadays they are allowed to operate until 10 or 11
p.m. And unfortunately, families still have to wait days before their loved ones are
cremated.’ Crematorium workers have indicated that more burials will have to take
place because burning capacity is overwhelmed.77
International researchers have used death certificates as a proxy to analyse ‘excess
deaths’. However, death certificates78 were found not to be a reliable source of data,
as investigative journalists reported that death certificates were being sold illegally
outside government offices. Although this was a pre-existing practice, the pandemic
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has created a high demand for paralegal services. Thus, networks of medical doctors
and coyotes (brokers) have emerged in order to accelerate the process. Clinicians
working in these networks usually charge between £500 and £700 to provide families
with an expedited death certificate where the cause of death is determined as nonCOVID-related, in order to best fit the narratives and interest of bereaved families.
Not surprisingly, the debates around the official number of deaths became so
controversial that Mexico City’s mayor – Dr Claudia Sheinbaum – appointed an
independent expert commission to analyse death tolls. The ‘Technical Scientific
Commission for the Analysis of COVID-19 Mortality’ was created to keep track of
the numbers of deaths within Mexico City’s hospitals and liaise with key epidemiological institutes. In July 2020 the Technical Commission recognised that there
were 17,000 excess deaths in Mexico City, but refrained from making any declaration other than to state their count. Investigative journalists trying to disentangle
the truth about the number of dead people due to COVID-19 started using drones
to monitor the Tezonco cemetery, located in Iztapalapa, one of the most populous
and oldest working-class neighbourhoods in Mexico. The result is an interactive
picture that shows how, in just three months, an empty plot of land is now filled
with graves – presumably due to COVID-19.79
The imperatives of biorecuperation, namely the individual identification of bodies via bioscientific means such as DNA, are resisted in other parts of the world that
have the resources to set up expensive forensic efforts. For instance, after the derailment of Lag-Megantic in Quebec local communities could not bear: ‘the thought to
keep this [forensic identification process] going on for 15 years, or more . . .’.80 Lucy
Easthope’s experience in Lag-Megantic illustrates how some communities want to
avoid what seems to be an obsessive preoccupation with giving individualised identification to dead bodies or their fragments. Such acceptance could not be farther
from the Mexican experience, where the logic of biorecuperation via immediate
unearthing or collection of human remains – as usually happens when spotting or
partially exhuming mass graves – has taken centre stage. Biorecuperation finds its
breaking point when dealing with those corpses that have been erased from the face
of the Earth through means such as acid or incineration, because individualisation
and genetic identifications are no longer possible.
For relatives of the disappeared, human remains are entities that inhabit a space
between life and death but are still recoverable through forensic techniques like
DNA, even if at the moment these techniques are too expensive or unattainable for
them. The promises of biorecuperation, and the unequal distribution of resources
to identify corpses, have further damaged citizens’ trust in forensic institutions and
the justice system, while at the same time propelling the families of disappeared
persons to continue their searches for their loved ones in more public ways. One of
the preocupations of the relatives of disappeared persons is that the suspension of
search activities due to COVID-19 will damage their most recent find: a clandestine
mass grave containing small charred bone fragments.81
The COVID-19 scenario has pitted against each other the family duties of burial
and the collective responsibility to stop the spread of the virus. As one health specialist described it, ‘This disease is the devil, it does not allow us to hug our loved
76
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ones, nor to perform the funerary rituals . . . we had to wait four days to receive the
ashes of my in-laws after they died from COVID-19, because crematoriums were
completely full.’82 Similarly, the leader of a grassroots group of relatives of the disappeared stated that ‘COVID-19 sort of like turned everyone into a disappeared,
for instance we just received the ashes of my sister-in-law, but we could not witness
her death, see her body, we just have to believe the word of the government.’ The
response of our forensic/thanato-citizens to the added uncertainty about the fate of
corpses due to COVID-19 is to employ techniques that allow them to bring forth
human corpses as proxies (images of graves, death certificates, testimonials).
The way in which inequality, carelessness and abandonment has become the ruling logic in many spaces where violence is ongoing includes, of course, the many
clinics, hospitals and houses in which COVID-19 has taken its toll. Making corpses
visible might not change the dire state of forensic services in Mexico, but during the
pandemic moment it is the only way in which dignity and death are made public.

& VIOLENCE

Discussion
In Mexico, de facto sovereignty is translated into collective executions, displays
of mutilated bodies and even the complete disappearance and execution of small
towns: like Allende, in northern Mexico. Despite – or maybe, due to – the fact that
this could be considered a society in which killing with impunity is widespread
across diverse social actors, sovereignty is increasingly interpreted and disputed via
corpses and their materiality.83 The agency of corpses constitutes ‘historical truths’
in the hands of federal authorities (e.g., the case of the forty-three students of Ayotzinapa); ‘dangerous substances’ that become warnings and symbols of the capacity to
kill, humiliate and ridicule the corpses of enemies;84 and, for the trained forensic
eye, remnants of martyrdom, torture and violence inflicted on victims.
On the back of organised crime’s sovereign display of violence, mothers and
fathers of the disappeared have claimed their own authority over human remains
through forensic practices. All across Mexico, families of the disappeared have
found, mapped and helped to analyse dozens of clandestine burials, some of
them extermination camps: ‘we keep finding fields with thousands of burnt bone
fragments . . . full of evidence that there was a system in place to erase the bodies
of victims’.85 These citizen-forensics efforts are generally entangled with statesponsored forensic institutions. Thus, every bone fragment, piece of clothing, soft
tissue or any kind of remnant that they send to be analysed or stored by the state is a
trace of a disappeared person that might be lost in the interior of a broken forensic
system that has, historically, lost or misplaced crucial evidence.86
The incapacity of the Mexican state to control the overflow of corpses, product
of the ‘War on Drugs’, is not new. Since 2018, families and human rights organisations have been insisting on the creation of an Extraordinary Mechanism of Forensic
Identification (MEIF) to resolve the existing backlog in the identification of bodies.
Nonetheless, the COVID-19 pandemic is further eroding trust in the state in ways
that illustrate the unequal and neoliberal structures that govern the moral and political economy of corpses and burials. For instance, most of the corpses being housed
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at INCIFO’s mortuary are those whose families didn’t have the resources to pay for
private cremation services and have to wait up to seven days for a state-sponsored
cremation.
We introduced the concept of biorecuperation to explore the manifold ways in
which forensic care for the dead is practised by actors beyond the state. We can
trace this concept to societies across the globe that, facing mass death, have organised ‘good’ thanato-citizenship around the possibilities offered by biotechnologies to
individualise human remains, such as 9/11 or the identification of Vietnam’s missing in action. In Mexico, this imperative is particularly troublesome, mainly because
families of victims are searching for their loved ones with little government support,
or even in open confrontation with forensic experts.
Learning forensic techniques and intervening in the ways in which forensics is
understood and practised is a defiant exercise that dignifies the disappeared by the
very act of searching for them against all odds – including the possibility that the
searchers might die in the process. Nonetheless, it is probably a futile enterprise,
since human remains, even if recuperated from mass graves or hospital mortuaries, still face an unequal and overwhelmed forensic system with little funding and
already stretched beyond is limits. Despite their keen sense of subversion, most families have been unable to question the dominant humanitarian forensics system,
which tends to concentrate resources and attention on the high-profile cases, leaving thousands of families vulnerable and without a hope to give a proper burial to
their loved ones.
Death might be futile for the logics of biorecuperation, but it is certainly not
unfertile. The fertility of death in contemporary Mexico was beautifully expressed
in chants and banners displayed in protests in the aftermath of Ayotzinapa: ‘They
wanted to bury us but did not know we were seeds.’ This phrase captures mass
death in contemporary Mexico, and how lay forensic techniques make it possible
to transform anonymous body fragments into vessels for a new national narrative
that dislocates the monopoly of criminal groups, the state and even sanitary experts,
in pandemic times, over death and corpses.
The recovery of human remains as digital proxies or bone fragments is continually opening up a relationship with death and dying that goes well beyond the
consumerist logic of ‘Dia de Muertos’ (Day of the Dead). Bringing the remnants of
violence or pandemic contagion into the public sphere confronts Mexicans, regardless of whether they want it or not, with the uneasy relationship between mass death,
violence and injustice that has plagued the Mexican national imaginary throughout
its history.
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